Primary Roles

Each family should plan to fulfill one primary service role which involves either leadership or working directly with students. Please consider all possibilities, as these primary roles are vital to the functionality of Adventurers.
Administrative Team (A Team)

(involves monthly meetings, early sign-up perk) Time Commitment: High both on and off campus, throughout year in bursts
· Administrator: Oversees the entire organization, both the co-op and the non-profit. Currently our administrator also serves as the initial contact. Future administrators may structure the organization differently to fit his or her unique gifts.

· Class Coordinators: Plan line up of courses for each semester based on feedback from families. Orient instructors and serve as their primary contact and go-to person. Issues with specific classes should be addressed to individuals directly involved first, then to CC’s as necessary.

¨ High School Class Coordinator: assists families in creating our class schedule serving high school students’ needs, especially for graduating seniors; provides oversight for these classes

¨ Middle School Class Coordinator: assists families in creating our class schedule serving middle school students’ needs and provides oversight for these classes

¨ Elementary Class Coordinator: assists families in creating our class schedule serving elementary school students’, early learners, and preschool children's needs; provides oversight for these classes

· Facility Coordinator: Oversees care of the building, including set up, clean up, and dinner; and serves as liaison to Bethesda Bible Church

· Prayer Coordinator: Helps us keep focused on Jesus through prayer initiatives at all group events including assembly at the beginning of each Adventurers day.

· Administrative Assistant: Serves as right hand of the administrator in whatever capacity they work out. Generally, this involves formatting of Adventurers e-newsletter, making copies, taking meeting minutes.

· Bookkeeper: Tracks finances, writes checks, works with Board of Directors regarding IRS documentation. Attention to detail a must.

Teacher/Instructor (Time commitment varies from moderate to high):
Creates and executes weekly lesson plan, composes a syllabus for families (from very simple to daily work, depending on the nature of the course and the instructor’s style), plans a Showcase display or performance along with the students. See the Instructor Handbook for more details. High school instructors should be prepared to evaluate students’ work for family portfolios and transcripts.

Early Learners Team Leader (Time commitment moderate to high during school year)
Leads a team of two to plan and execute a learning program for four to six year olds.

Early Learners Assistant Leader (2 periods = Primary Role) Time commitment moderate during school year
Works closely with the EL Team Leader to implement program, being in charge at least one class period.

Preschool/Nursery Team Leader  (Time commitment low to moderate during school year)
Leads a team in taking care of our littlest Adventurers. Plans music, stories and activities appropriate to age group, which may be assigned to others on the team. Perk = early sign up for classes

Preschool/Nursery Team Member (2hrs=Primary Role) (Time commitment low to moderate during school year)
Assists team leader in executing plan for youngest Adventurers

Dinner & Potluck Team Leader (Time commitment low during school year)
Leads a team to set up and take down dinner, organize and clean up after monthly Pot Lucks, communicates about Pot Lucks via “This Week” and announcement time.

Evening Clean-up Team Leader: (Time commitment low to moderate during school year)
Leads a team in vacuuming, sweeping, wiping tables, rearranging rooms, and locking building at day’s end.

Showcase Coordinator: (Time commitment moderate in bursts during the school year, especially late fall and late spring)
Leads a team in planning and executing the end of the semester show, including performances and displays. Lots of communication.


Secondary Roles

In addition to one primary role, we ask each family to fulfill one Secondary Role. If a family is unable to fulfill a Primary Service Role, 3 Secondary Service roles can be chosen to fulfill the service role requirements.

Co-Teacher for co-op class: Time commitment varies from moderate to high 
See above description

Adult Facilitator for Student-led class: Time commitment low 
Be an adult presence in a student-led class. What this means varies with the nature of the class and who is teaching it, from just being available, to helping plan lessons, to giving needed input to student instructor

Fundraising Coordinator: (Box Top/grocery programs) Time commitment low 
Duties TBD with bookkeeper, but could involve being available at high communication times to assist bookkeeper with tasks, most notably during sign up, on campus during first three weeks of class. Tracking the details of our various grocery, Box Top, and Charity Motors donations. Promoting the program at the beginning of each semester.

Dinner Team Member: Time commitment moderate 
Help with weekly dinner set up, clean up, and Pot Luck clean up

Evening Cleaning Team: Time commitment moderate 
Work with others to be sure the building is in order before we leave.

Set-Up Team Member: Time commitment moderate 
Be available weekly to come early and help Facility Coordinator with building prep. Please be generous and open to how to assist the Facility Coordinator in other ways.

Early Learners Team (one period): Time commitment low to moderate 
Spend one period with the Early Learners. The team leader may call upon you to plan and execute part of the lesson.

Preschool/ Nursery Team (one hour): Time commitment low to moderate 
Help out the team taking care of our youngest Adventurers for one class period (1st, 2nd, or 3rd). The Team Leader may call upon you to plan and execute part of the week’s lesson.

Monitor: Time commitment low 
Post at several spots in the church during the change of afternoon classes to keep students safer. Circulate through the bathrooms during classes.

Field Trip, Events, and Community Service: Time commitment low to moderate.
 Plan one field trip, event, and community service project per semester. The A Team may call on your help for planning, set up, or take down of other events.

Parent Support/ Discussion Leader: Time commitment low 
Plan a monthly discussion for parents. Announce the topic each time. Because we primarily serve high school students, addressing concerns common to many homeschooling parents is very helpful (transcripts, college applications, standardized tests, meeting high school requirements, etc.) Experience graduating a homeschooler helpful.

Teacher Assistant: Time commitment low to moderate during school year 
Serve as an extra pair of hands to another instructor. He or she may call upon you to do part of the instruction, planning, or evaluating of student work, but you would not be considered the primary instructor.

Website / Facebook Manager: time commitment low 
The website and Facebook page will need to be updated at least each semester with current class offerings. More effort can be put in by mutual agreement with the Administrator. Any major changes would need A Team or Administrator approval.

Snack Shop Helper: Time commitment low to moderate during school year
Help students and adults make purchases at the snack table for at least one hour. Possibly purchase goods.

Showcase Team Member: This is an “on-call” position 
Assist Showcase Coordinator in organizing the end of semester program, including after-program clean-up.

